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We investigate the effects of guided group work sessions on graduate student performance on a quantum
mechanics assessment. Data from a single large Midwestern university were taken over a five-year period,
during which guided group work sessions were offered to accompany the graduate-level quantum
mechanics course. Students were pre- and post-tested using a set of mostly conceptual items that we call the
graduate quantum mechanics assessment. The reliability and validity of this assessment are addressed.
A mixed linear model is used to analyze the dependence of post-test scores on factors such as group work
attendance, pretest scores, GRE Physics scores, and others. We find a statistically significant effect of group
work attendance on post-pre gains, specifically that attendance of one 60-min group work session improves
performance on a related post-test item by 6.4%, administered 2–10 weeks after the session. We discuss the
lack of a randomized control group and address possible confounding effects such as student self-selection,
and attitudinal and motivational factors. Overall, the results of this study indicate that guided group work
sessions at the graduate level can be feasible and effective. We note preliminary observations of differences
in group interactions and classroom logistics compared to group work at the undergraduate level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to a 2008 report by the Council of Graduate
Schools [1] the 10-year completion rate for students
enrolling in a U.S. physics Ph.D. program is 55%. The
rate is lower still (37%) for African American students. The
lack of gender, racial, and ethnic diversity in physics
graduate programs across the country is well known
(see, for example, Ref. [2]), with women still earning
around 20% of physics Ph.D. degrees.
At the Ohio State University (OSU), a large, public

research university in the United States, between the years
2000 and 2010, 25% of incoming physics Ph.D. students
left without a Ph.D. and 15% left with no degree at all.
Further, 24% of those physics graduate students who leave
without a Ph.D. do so in the first year, and another 17% do
so in the second year. Graduate core coursework is typically
completed in the first year to 18 months of physics graduate
school. Since graduate students’ time is dominated by core
coursework in the first year, it is likely that experiences and
outcomes from the core courses influence students’ deci-
sion or eligibility to remain in a program. Even for those
who remain beyond the second year, the core courses are
the students’ first exposure to graduate school, and may set

the tone for the students’ experiences in the department and
in the field of physics. At OSU, core course GPAs are used
in lieu of a qualifying exam, and thus have great signifi-
cance for students’ progression toward a Ph.D. At OSU,
physics graduate students with GPAs below 3.3 after their
first attempt at core courses (they may be repeated) are
more likely to leave with no Ph.D. than students with GPAs
above 3.3 by a factor of 4.3 (95% CI: 2.0 to 8.8).
Nationally, core courses may or may not be the principle
cause for the loss of 45% of beginning physics Ph.D.
students, but it is reasonable to suppose that core courses
significantly contribute to this loss. It is therefore compel-
ling to study and improve our physics graduate core courses
in order to address issues of student retention and to
improve the student experience. Of course, another reason
to improve physics graduate core courses is to improve
student learning.
In this study we are specifically focused on the imple-

mentation and assessment of guided group work sessions
(sometimes similar to tutorials). Broadly speaking, the
learning benefits of group work, tutorials, and other active
learning techniques have been well studied, and have
been firmly established for decades (see, for example,
Refs. [3,4]). Best practices in the design of tutorials have
similarly been long established (see, for example,
Refs. [5,6]). Well-designed tutorials have resulted in con-
sistent gains in conceptual understanding and reasoning in
many areas of physics, including kinematics [7], mechanics
and electromagnetism [8], relativity [9], quantum mechan-
ics [10–12], and even in materials science [13]. An early
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meta-analysis of studies done on introductory physics
courses by Hake [14] found that students in courses with
group work and active learning components had higher
gains than those in traditional lecture-style courses by
0.48� 0.14 standard deviations. A more recent meta-
analysis by Freeman et al. [15] established similar findings
for a broader variety of STEM courses, and importantly at
levels beyond introductory or freshman courses. These
analyses have not, however, been done at the graduate level.
It is well established that undergraduate students have

persistent difficulties with learning physics concepts and
skills that are not adequately addressed through traditional
instruction (e.g., for a review see Ref. [3]). While the
concepts and skills may be at a more advanced level, such
observations of difficulties are emerging at the graduate
level as well. For example, there are a handful of studies
that demonstrate significant student misunderstandings or
difficulties in graduate-level quantum mechanics. Singh
found in 2008 that only 43% of incoming graduate students
could correctly write down the time dependence of a
superposition of energy eigenstates in a square well, and
only 57% could correctly sketch the ground state wave
function in a square well [10]. This is consistent with later
findings by Porter and Heckler [16] who found that the
fraction of graduate students who correctly drew the ground
state wave function in an asymmetric 1D well increased
from 44% prior to instruction to 68% after their first-year
quantum mechanics course. In that same study, the number
who drew an excited state correctly was significantly lower:
7% on the pretest and 5% on the post-test. Similar studies
exist for graduate student understanding of quantum
mechanical spin [17,18] and hydrogen [19].
There have been a few pioneering attempts to implement

active learning techniques at the graduate level in physics.
Notably, Quantum Interactive Learning Tutorials (QuILTs)
were originally developed for advanced undergraduates,
but also allowed researchers to study the effects of
scaffolded, computer-based tutorials on graduate student
learning. These were shown to be very effective interven-
tions for both populations in content areas such as the
double slit experiment [20] and degenerate perturbation
theory [21]. This suggests that some of the same active
learning techniques, and even the same material, that is
beneficial to advanced undergraduate physics majors may
also benefit graduate students. However, none of these
early studies has systematically examined the feasibility
and effectiveness of implementing a collection of weekly
guided group work sessions implemented throughout the
term(s) of a course at the graduate level.
Graduate-level guided group work (GGW) sessions were

implemented at OSU in an attempt to offer weekly and
semester-long supplemental support to graduate students, a
need that is augmented when students come from a wide
variety of backgrounds and undergraduate institutions.
Over the course of five years, as these sessions were

introduced, data were collected on student performance,
and we report here on the effectiveness of this instructional
method in graduate quantummechanics. Materials for these
sessions are available upon request from the corresponding
author.
One of the many reasons for the limited number of

studies on graduate populations is that, in contrast to
introductory subjects, there are no validated, widely
adopted conceptual assessments for graduate quantum
mechanics. There are several early assessments that may
yet become widely adopted as interest grows [10,22].
In this study, we have systematically and iteratively
developed and implemented our own sets of assessment
items, which we refer to collectively as the graduate
quantum mechanics assessment (GQMA). The validity
and reliability of this set of items are discussed in Sec. II.
In this study, we explore the effectiveness of group work

at the graduate level by asking two principal research
questions: (i) To what extent is it feasible? (ii) To what
extent does it positively influence student learning of key
concepts (here in quantum mechanics)? The first question
addresses the logistics including development of engaging
material, matching the content highlighted by different
faculty in different years, and getting graduate students to
participate and to see the benefit of attendance. Answering
the second question is done with evidence from pre- and
post-testing, but is made more difficult by the absence of a
randomized control group, for reasons discussed in Sec. II.
Comparisons will be made between students who attended
GGW sessions and those who did not, which introduces the
possibility of self-selection or other biases that could
influence the results. These potential confounding factors
are discussed throughout the remaining sections, and are
partially addressed by using mixed linear models to control
for student factors such as pretest scores, GRE scores, and
the pattern of attendance in relevant and non-relevant
tutorial sessions.

II. METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Participation and data collection

This study uses 4 years of student data (after an initial
year of observation and development) collected from
graduate students enrolled in graduate-level quantum
mechanics at OSU. All students were invited to attend
voluntary GGW sessions, and an average of 30% of
enrolled students attended each week (approximately 10
students). All (140) students were invited to participate in
conceptual pre-post testing; 133 (95%) did so. Invitations
to the GGW sessions took the form of an advertisement on
the first day of lecture, and weekly reminder emails
describing what material would be discussed in the coming
GGW session. For the first session each semester, food was
provided as an extra incentive to participate and learn from
first-hand experience more about the potential benefits of
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continued attendance of the GGW sessions. The GGW
instructor was not the core course instructor, but rather a
physics education research (PER) postdoc or an advanced
graduate student TA. Additionally, if students performed
poorly on an early assessment such as a first midterm, or in-
class quizzes, the students were encouraged by instructors
or academic advisors to take advantage of the GGW
sessions. Students with weaker backgrounds in quantum
mechanics were often encouraged from the beginning to
attend the GGW sessions. Although struggling students
could not be required to attend, these advisory interventions
represent a possible sample bias, namely, that weaker
students were encouraged more to attend than stronger
students. On the other hand, there is a complementary
possible source of sample bias in the form of student
enthusiasm and interest; students passionate about quantum
mechanics may be more likely to attend.
During the study period, instructors of the graduate

quantum mechanics course offered credit equivalent to that
of one homework assignment (between 1% and 3% of the
total points in the course) for taking the GQMA pretest and
post-test. Students could complete the assessment and opt
out of participation in research with no penalty. Overall,
95% of enrolled students agreed to participate in research.

B. Guided group work

Over the past 5 years, we have been iteratively
developing GGW sessions to accompany graduate core
courses in physics: Quantum Mechanics (QM), Electricity
and Magnetism, Classical Mechanics, and Statistical

Mechanics. Hereafter, we will focus on group work
sessions in Quantum Mechanics.
There are many types of group work and peer-led

learning (for a useful discussion of these, see Ref. [23]).
The type used here is closest to what Hodges calls “Peer-led
team learning (PLTL)”, in that students self-select into
groups, and it is external to the regularly scheduled lecture.
Our GGW sessions are designed to take place once per
week for each core course, and each session lasts 1 h. The
group work itself consists of questions that range from
conceptual to calculational. They are designed to be
relevant to a given week’s homework and lecture content,
which is especially necessary since attendance of these
group work sessions is optional in the current format. In-
session observations and student feedback were used to
iterate the group work questions. This included dropping
questions that failed to generate good discussion, and
clarifying early versions of questions. In some cases, the
resulting sessions might rightly be called “tutorials” in the
sense that they are single topic and heavily scaffolded. In
other cases, an instructor might cover a variety of topics in a
given week, and the corresponding group work would be
better described as simply “guided group work.” Examples
of topics treated in quantum mechanics GGW sessions and
related example questions are shown in Table I.
In the five years of development, four different instruc-

tors have taught the course, and they have used three
different textbooks. Because topics have been taught
slightly differently and sometimes in different orders, a
corpus of questions has been developed that should accom-
modate most choices of book and topic ordering. Specific

TABLE I. Some topics emphasized in guided group work sessions and an example question for each topic. This is not an exhaustive
list of topics or questions related to these topics.

Topic Example group work item

Wave functions In the square well below <finite potential well shown>, qualitatively sketch: (a) The ground state (n ¼ 1),
(b) the 2nd excited state (n ¼ 3), and (c) the 5th excited state (n ¼ 6), assuming all these states exist.
Compare with your neighbor and resolve any differences.

Math or linear algebra You are working on a quantum mechanics problem with a friend, and the problem involves an operator Ω̂.
You are very pleased with your choice of basis, in which the matrix corresponding to Ω̂ is diagonal:

Ω̂ ¼ c

0
BBBBB@

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 0

0 4

1
CCCCCA
:

(a) Find a way of representing your basis states j1ai; j1bi; j2i; j4i.
(b) Your friend insists he has used a different basis than you, but he also has a diagonal matrix. How is this
possible? Convince your skeptical friend.

Expectation values Without doing a direct calculation, explain to your partner which values of n yield nonzero results in the
following expressions in the context of a quantum harmonic oscillator: (a) hnjx̂2j0i, (b) h3jx̂3jni,
(c) hnjp̂j0i.

Operators vs eigenvalues When can we make the replacement e−iĤt=ℏ → e−iEt=ℏ? Explain this to your neighbor.
Spin Explain how you can experimentally produce a spin state jΨi ¼ 1

3
p
3
ð1þi

5
Þ.
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sets of questions are chosen from this larger body each week
to match the pace or choices of the core course instructor.
Although theGGWinstructor is usually kept informed about
the content of the week’s lectures and the corresponding
homework, they are not privy to any information about what
will be covered on tests or quizzes. Attendance of these
GGW sessions has varied from year to year, ranging from as
little as 20% of students enrolled in the course to as much as
60%. Based on anecdotal student feedback, this appears to
depend heavily on the perceived difficulty of the core course.
The fact that attendance of these GGW sessions is optional
means that students are not randomly assigned, and no
randomized control group exists. Even within the group of
students who often attend GGW sessions, they do not
generally attend all sessions. Onemight reasonably question
whether any differences between attendees and nonatten-
dees could be attributed entirely to selection effects. This is
addressed further using a mixed linear model in Sec. III.
Field notes have been recorded during GGW sessions,

which to date constitute more than 100 h of observation.
These notes cover a number of conceptual difficulties
which became the bases for future group work questions,
future GQMA item development, and a number of papers
on graduate student misunderstandings in quantum
mechanics [16,18,19]. These difficulties are not the focus
of this work. Instead, here we summarize general obser-
vations about the GGW sessions and the classroom
dynamics, to address the questions of feasibility and
student engagement. Here we will present four key obser-
vations. (i) Simply put, the GGW sessions work. Students
show up voluntarily, engage with each other and with the
material, and ask productive questions. This is not yet
meant as a claim about learning gains or cohort building,
merely a statement of the functionality of GGW as a
structure in graduate education. (ii) Once graduate students
are engaged, their discussions are more expertlike, and
require less external prompting than might be required in
undergraduate group work sessions. For example, a
common practice in introductory group work is to withhold
answers until near the end of class, and withhold full
solutions entirely. This is done for good reasons, but these
reasons do not seem as relevant for graduate students.
Graduate students were not observed waiting complacently
for answers to be given, knowledge that an answer would
be shared did not seem to diminish their discussions, and
giving an answer did not end debate, but often rekindled a
discussion. As a result, answers were often shared as the
session progressed, rather than strictly at the end.
(iii) Graduate students express a need for group autonomy
in the group work sessions. This includes the ability to
check answers as needed, as described above in (ii), and
also the ability to skip some questions. Groups would skip
questions about which the members were very confident;
this may be problematic when materials have been
tuned to address known common graduate student

misunderstandings. However, meeting students halfway
is critical if attendance is optional. One effective measure
against students skipping over a problematic area is the
sharing of answers throughout the session, described
above, and verbally emphasizing tricky problems or
often-unexpected answers. This gives students the freedom
to pursue the questions most interesting to their group, but
ensures that they give additional consideration before
skipping a question entirely. (iv) Graduate students vary
in their willingness to discuss problems and interact with
each other. Some students are excited to work on physics
problems in a discussion format, while others are very shy,
and in some cases fearful of exposing knowledge gaps or
misunderstandings. Although this was not studied rigor-
ously, one should keep in mind that this fear may be more
pronounced among graduate students than among under-
graduates, given how entangled physics expertise may be
with the identity of a physics graduate student. Tension was
effectively diffused in GGW sessions in several ways,
including providing snacks, which initiated discussion
naturally. Another way of validating students’ initial under-
standing was the explicit inclusion of common student
misunderstandings in problem stems in the group work
material—a technique commonly used in undergraduate
tutorial materials [24]. Consider the following example
taken from an early lesson on linear algebra, and choice
of basis:
“Some physics graduate students are disagreeing

about Pauli matrices, and their use in the context of spins.
Friend A insists that Ŝx ¼ ℏ

2
ð0
1
1
0
Þ. Friend B insists that

Ŝx ¼ ℏ
2
ð1
0

0
−1Þ. Friend C insists Ŝx ¼ ℏ

2
ði
0

0
−iÞ. Help the friends

reconcile their differences… careful here.”
This type of presentation is aimed at normalizing the

occurrence of intelligent people disagreeing, and even
missing subtle details, such as being able to choose a basis
that diagonalizes a matrix of interest, or overgeneralizing
the freedom introduced by a choice of basis to incorrectly
allow non-Hermitian matrices to correspond to physical
observables.

C. Graduate quantum mechanics assessment

In four of the years that GGW has been developed, we
have been iteratively developing and using sets of con-
ceptual items designed to assess graduate student under-
standing of topics central to quantum mechanics. Such
assessments have not yet been used for the other core
course areas. These assessments were designed to put more
emphasis on conceptual understanding (as opposed to
calculations) than the archetypical graduate quantum
mechanics exam, although there are still some calculations
required. One assessment was designed for each semester
of graduate QM, and these were given as both pretests (in
the first 10 days of the semester) and post-tests (in the last
ten days of the semester). One hour was allotted for each
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test, with most students finishing in less than 40 min. We
call these assessments, collectively, the graduate quantum
mechanics assessment (GQMA).
Because of variation in the book used by the instructor

and coverage of topics, occasionally an item or two will be
removed from or added to the GQMA to ensure that the
coverage of the assessment matches the coverage by the
class. This means that if an instructor chooses not to cover,
for example, coherent states of the harmonic oscillator, any
items on coherent states would be removed from the

assessment and the lack of coverage would not be reflected
in lower GQMA scores. Low scores on GQMA items
reflect poor performance on a covered topic, not variation
in choice of topic coverage. In this work, some items are
included in analysis that have only been used in a subset of
years; but all items here were used on both the pretest and
post-test of at least 1 yr, and more typically 3 yr.
Because only 1 h could reasonably be allotted for the

assessment, and due to the complexity of material at this
level, it was not feasible to include multiple items on every

TABLE II. Some topics emphasized on the GQMA, number of items covering the topic, and an example item for each topic. This is
not an exhaustive list of GQMA items. In total, there were 14 topics and 34 items in the GQMA used in this study. 24 were scored out of
10 points, such that the scores are approximately a continuum; 10 were graded as simply “right” or “wrong.”

Topic No. of items Paraphrased example

Wave functions
(continuum score)

1 Make a qualitative sketch of the ground state wave function in the potential well shown.

Math or linear algebra
(continuum score)

2 Let Â ¼ ð2
1
1
2
Þ, and the vector jai ¼ ð1

0
Þ. Calculate hajÂjai.

Expectation values
(continuum score)

3 On the wave function diagram, mark with an “x” the approximate expectation value of
position. Mark with a circle the approximate position at which the particle is most likely
to be found.

Operator action vs
measurement (binary
item—right or wrong)

2 Consider the statement “Acting with an operator Ĥ is the same thing as making a
measurement in a lab of the physical observable associated with that operator.” Do you
agree or disagree with this? Explain.

Spin (continuum score) 3 A system consists of two spin-1=2 particles. One particle is “spin-up” and one is “spin-
down.” If a measurement is made of the total spin of the system, what might you find?
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topic assessed. This means that treating the assessment as a
single-topic scale (or even collection of subscales) in the
validation process is not strictly appropriate. Indeed, we are
currently undertaking a project to utilize misunderstandings
identified from the GQMA to develop subscales on specific
QM topics including wave functions, spin, and several
others. A few example GQMA items are shown in Table II,
and the validity and reliability of the GQMA items used is
discussed in the next subsection.
Many of the GQMA items were scored pseudocontin-

uously, as in assignment of a whole-number score between
0 and 10 (we will refer to these 24 items as continuum-
scored items). An additional 10 items were binary (right or
wrong). These two outcome types require different models,
and are analyzed separately in Sec. III.

D. Assessment reliability and validity

GQMA items were written based on observations of
graduate students in GGW sessions, and their discussions
of key fundamental topics in graduate QM. Three of the 34
items used on the GQMA were modifications of items
developed by other researchers [10] (on measurement,
operator action, and wave functions); all other items
emerged from student observation. Some GGW questions
were written with the intent of confronting suspected or
known misunderstandings in quantum mechanics, and
notes were taken on the effectiveness of these. Other times,
unexpected confusion would emerge, and questions were
crafted later to address these.
The GQMA was given to six instructors from four

different physics departments. Feedback was solicited
through discussions and email on the importance of the
topics being covered, and on the appropriateness of the
difficulty level. Adjustments were made in accordance with
instructors’ advice. All items used in this analysis were
deemed topically important and of appropriate difficulty by
instructors. After the first cohort of students took the
GQMA, student responses were reviewed. Modifications
were made to some items to correct unclear wording or to
refocus student attention on the desired skill or content.
Any items to which substantive changes were subsequently
made have been omitted from this analysis.
Mean scores on individual GQMA items were between

36% and 77% on the pretest and between 38% and 83% on
the post-test. Mean scores are shown in Fig. 1. It is possible
that some items are near ceiling on the post-test.
To determine the reliability of a scale, one might consider

its Cronbach’s alpha score. A set of 11 items used on one
first-semester assessment had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.74
(acceptable) despite wide variation in the skills and topics
addressed by each item. There are caveats to using this as a
descriptor ofGQMAreliability.Any assessment of a topic as
broad as quantum mechanics is bound to be heterogenous,
such that high values of alpha would likely be difficult to
achieve. Conversely, scales with a large number of items can

yield moderate to high values of alpha even when the items
are dissimilar or only weakly related [25]. A more appro-
priate use of Cronbach’s alpha would be to confirm
unidimensionality of items that fall into one factor [26];
this is not practical here, since the exploratory GQMAwas
not designed to consist of subscales.
Alternatively, one might consider repeated-measure reli-

ability. That is, is there a correlation between student
performance on the pretest and on the post-test? Pearson
correlation coefficients for pre and post-testing ranged by
item from 0.15 to 0.9. This is an imperfect descriptor of item
reliability, since there are numerous interventions between
the pretest and post-test, some of which are given to all
students (such as lecture and homework) and some of which
are given only to some (GGW).The analysis in this paper has
been repeated with the removal of all items for which the
correlation between pre- and post-test scores was not
statistically significantly positive; the results were qualita-
tively unchanged.
Another way of checking repeated-measure reliability

would be to look at the performance of different cohorts on
the same item, and see if a repeatedmeasures ANOVA reveals
a significant dependence on cohort. Only one item in our set
showed a statistically significant dependence on cohort, and
that was not significant after a post hocBonferroni correction.
Finally, discrimination indices were calculated for all

items. Those with very low or negative discrimination
indices (fewer than 10% of items) were removed from
analysis. Remaining items’ discrimination indices ranged
from 0.2 to 0.7.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Student performance

Before analyzing the data in a way that more carefully
considers the complexity of the dataset, to get a general

FIG. 1. Mean pretest and post-test scores on GQMA, by item
for the 24 continuum-scored items used in this study. Scores are
averaged over the 133 student participants.
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sense of the results, it is instructive to look at the average of
individual pretest and post-test item scores for all items that
were relevant to the GGW sessions as a function of relevant
GGW treatments. Figure 2 shows the average pre- and
postscores over all students and all continuum-scored items
for which the student attended 0, 1, or 2 or more GGW
sessions related to that item’s content. For example, the point
labeled “A” in Fig. 2 indicates that the average pretest score
over all instances in which a student attended one GGW
session relevant to a particular continuum-scored item was
57%. The point labeled “B” indicates that the post-test score
averaged over all such instances was 71%. It must be noted
here that most topics are covered in one week’s GGW
session, and only a few topics are revisited in a second or
third session. The number of items covered in 0, 1, 2, and 3
GGW sessions were 5, 20, 5, and 4, respectively.
Figure 2 provides an indication that the GGW sessions

were effective. Specifically, student average scores over all

items for which no relevant GGW session was attended did
improve by about 5% from pre to post. Students who
attended a single GGW session related to item j did slightly
worse on item j on the pretest than those who attended
none, but had much higher gains (∼13.5%). This slightly
worse performance on the pretest could be interpreted at
least partly as a selection effect: students who performed
poorly early on made it a point to attend GGW. This is a
hypothesis that needs more investigation, although it is
known that students who received low scores on other
measures early on (like midterms) did begin attending
GGW in response. Students who attended GGW so often
that they were treated on some items more than once did
better on those items on both the pretest and the post-test.
Gains in this category were higher still (at 19.4%). The
increased pretest score compared to other categories may
indicate a different kind of selection effect: students who
are very interested in quantum mechanics, who perform
well initially, may be more likely to attend the majority of
GGW sessions.
Given that there is not a randomized control group in this

study, it is important to consider the factors that might
affect performance on the GQMA. Here, we consider a
mixed linear model of student performance given by

Sij ¼ S0 þ αj þ βi þ δ × GREi þ θ × Tij

þ ν × Nij þ γ × Pij þ ϵij: ð1Þ

The symbols are explained in Table III, and resulting
values of the fit parameters are shown in Table IV. This
model assumes continuous variables and is applied only to
the subset of GQMA items that were scored on a con-
tinuum. Binary (right or wrong) items are discussed
separately.
The principal outcome of interest from this model is θ,

the estimate of gain in score on a given post-test item for
every GGW session attended relevant to that item.
Essentially, this is a measure of the effectiveness of the

FIG. 2. Mean student pretest and post-test scores on the set of
all continuum-scored GQMA items for which they attended N
relevant GGW sessions, for N ¼ 0, 1, 2 or more. Error bars
represent standard error. The numbers of student items in the
three treatment categories are 607, 107, and 37, respectively, and
these originate from 133 students’ work.

TABLE III. Parameters used in the mixed linear model of student post-test performance on continuum-scored GQMA items.

Symbol Factor type Meaning

Sij Dependent var. Post-test score of student i on item j
S0 Intercept Post-test score intercept
αj Random Normally distributed, zero-mean, random effect on item j (nominally associated with item difficulty)
βi Random Normally distributed, zero-mean, random effect on student i (nominally associated with student achievement)
GREi Fixed GRE Physics score for student i (grand mean centered, scaled from 0 to 100)
δ Fit parameter Increase of GQMA post-test score (0 to 100) per 1% increase in GRE Physics score
Tij Fixed GGW treatments of student i relevant to item j (number: 0, 1, 2…)
θ Fit parameter Increase of GQMA post-test score (0 to 100) per relevant GGW attendance
Nij Fixed GGW treatments of student i NOT relevant to item j (number)
ν Fit parameter Increase of GQMA post-test score (0 to 100) per irrelevant GGW attendance
Pij Fixed GQMA pretest score of student i on item j
γ Fit parameter Increase of GQMA post-test score (0 to 100) per increase in pretest score (0 to 100)
ϵij Residual Residual random (unexplained) variation
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group work. Note that this model accounts for normal
variation between students’ performance (β) nominally asso-
ciated with student achievement, normal variation in average
score on each item (α) nominally associated with item
difficulty, the number of nonrelevant GGW sessions attended
(Nij), the pretest score (P), and the GRE Physics score.
The model estimate for the parameter θ is positive and

statistically different from zero, with a value of 6.42. One
might interpret this as meaning that post-test scores on
items went up on average by 6.42% for each GGW session
a student attended that was relevant to that item (though
here it must be noted that multiple GGW treatments on the
same topic were relatively rare, occurring in only 9 of the
items). The standard deviation of the set βi (normally
distributed variation in student performance) is 7.8. In other
words, attending one relevant GGW session will increase
an average student’s performance by about 0.82 standard
deviations of typical between-student variation. As a
caveat, it must be noted that the standard deviation of
the residual (which is variation in performance unexplained
by the model) is 24.2, such that this increased performance
accounts for only 0.25 standard deviations of this unex-
plained variation.
GRE Physics scores as well as pretest and post-

test performance have all been expressed as a percentage
of the maximum points to facilitate direct comparisons. As
expected, for a given GQMA item, on average the post-test
score depends on the pretest score (i.e., γ > 0), and
interestingly, the post-test score also depends on the
GRE physics score (δ > 0), even controlling for the pretest
score. The estimated magnitudes of γ and δ indicate that
attending one GGW session results in an average increase
in the post-test score on items relevant to that session by the
same amount as increasing the GRE Physics score by 23%
or the pretest score for that same item by 19%.

The only parameter from Eq. (1) that is not statistically
different from zero is ν, the coefficient of GGW sessions
unrelated to item content. This is to be expected, and it is
important when considering self-selection effects. It would
be possible for GGWattendees to be those students who are
most enthusiastic about QM and most driven to succeed at
it, or for them to be especially motivated on the post-test,
because they invested time throughout the semester. Both
of those possibilities would result in students of higher
motivation or interest correlating with overall GGW atten-
dance, regardless of the topic. If the driving factor behind
higher post-test scores for attendees were of this sort, the
post-test score on a particular item would correlate with
total attendance of GGW sessions, including those irrel-
evant to that item (i.e., we would have found that ν > 0).
Then this increase in score due to GGW participation may
not necessarily be attributed to student learning during
group work, and might alternatively be better explained by
some motivational or self-selection factors. This was not
the case. What was observed, instead, is that attendance of
irrelevant GGW sessions was consistent with having no
effect on post-test performance, providing more evidence
that the mean improvement on post test scores could indeed
be due to student learning in relevant GGW sessions. Many
variations of Eq. (1) were explored. Terms were kept in the
linear model only if their addition significantly lowered the
Akaike’s information criterion. Factors that were examined
and rejected include student score on the first midterm in
quantum mechanics, and different dependencies on GGW
attendance (such as quadratic). In all models employed, the
coefficient of relevant GGW attendance was always

TABLE IV. Estimates of the best fit parameters in model (1).
The estimate of each parameter is in units of post-test score
(1–100) per increment of the parameter, as described in Table III.
Here * means p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. The
percentage of variance explained was calculated by the iterative
removal of the fixed parameter that explained the most variance,
and recalculation of the variance. The data include scores from
133 student participants.

Parameter Estimate 95% C.I. % variance

S0 46.5*** 19.3 to 73.8 � � �
γ 0.334*** 0.269 to 0.400 17.0
δ 0.277** 0.063 to 0.490 4.6
θ 6.42*** 2.54 to 10.3 2.5
ν −0.123 −0.970 to 0.724 0.22

Parameter St. Dev. % variance
αj 8.6 30.9
βi 7.8 18.4
ϵij 24.2 28.3

FIG. 3. θ resulting from the mixed linear model (1) for quartiles
of the 133 total students. Here, the 4th GRE Physics quartile is the
25% of students with the lowest GRE Physics scores, and so on.
The error bars indicate standard error.
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positive and significant. It is worth noting that all of these
estimates were not substantively changed upon removal of
items with poor retest reliability. For example, removal of
the four items with the lowest retest reliability changed θ
to 7.06.
One characterization of the goodness of fit is R2 as

described by Nakagawa and Schielzetch [27]; two varia-
tions are described in that work and both are calculated
here: R2

GLLMðmÞ ¼ 0.24, and R2
GLLMðcÞ ¼ 0.74. The differ-

ence is that R2
GLLMðcÞ includes the variance explained by the

random variables in the total variance explained, whereas
R2
GLLMðmÞ does not.
It is important to know how this apparent utility of GGW

instruction varies for students of different incoming prepa-
ration: is this most helpful for struggling students, or for

students who are already high performing? The mixed
linear model described by Eq. (1) was therefore applied to
quartiles of students, with the quartiles determined first by
GQMA pretest score, and then separately by GRE Physics
score. There were very few participants in the top quartile
by GRE, resulting in statistically insignificant results. In all
other cases, θ is positive, and significant. The results are
summarized in Fig. 3.
Based on this rough treatment, the effect appears to be

positive and statistically different from zero for all but one
quartile (the highest-achieving quartile by GRE score). In
general, there is significant overlap in error bars, and the
values of θ are not statistically different for the different
quartiles.

B. Student performance on binary items

We conducted a separate analysis of binary-scored items
because the properties and logical analysis of these items
are different from that of continuum-graded items. The
fourth item in Table II: “Operator action vs measurement”
is an example of such a binary-graded item. We describe a
full binary logistic model below, but first to get a general
sense of the effectiveness of the GGW sessions, let us
consider cases in which a given binary item is answered
incorrectly on the pretest and determine the probability that
it was answered correctly on the post-test, as a function of
number of relevant GGW sessions attended. The results
are presented in Fig. 4, which are consistent with the
findings from the continuum-graded items and indicate
a clear, additive benefit of attending multiple relevant
GGW sessions. Specifically, before controlling for any
variables like pretest score or GRE scores, the probability
of answering binary items correctly on the post-test is 1.4
times higher if students attend a single related GGW
session than if they attend none; it is 2.2 times more likely
if they attend two related GGW sessions.
Similar to the continuum-graded items, we conducted a

regression analysis on the binary items, though in this case

FIG. 4. Probability of correctly answering a binary (right or
wrong) item on the post-test, given that students answered
incorrectly on the pretest. Results are averaged over different
students and items, and are separated by the number of item-
relevant GGW treatments students received. N is the number of
student items in each category. Error bars represent standard
error, although there are correlations within the data.

TABLE V. Parameters used in the mixed linear model of student post-test performance on binary-scored GQMA items.

Symbol Factor type Meaning

pij Dependent var. Probability of answering correctly on the post-test
S00 Intercept Intercept related to post-test probability
α0j Random Zero-mean, random effect on item j (nominally associated with item difficulty)
β0i Random Zero-mean, random effect on student i (nominally associated with student achievement)
GREi Fixed GRE Physics score of student i (grand mean-centered, scaled 0 to 100)
δ0 Fit parameter Weight of GRE Physics score
Tij Fixed GGW sessions attended (number: 0, 1, 2…) by student i, related to item j
θ0 Fit parameter Weight of relevant GGW treatments
Nij Fixed GGW sessions attended (number: 0, 1, 2…) by student i, irrelevant to item j
ν0 Fit parameter Weight of irrelevant GGW treatments
Preij Fixed GQMA pretest score on item j by student i (right or wrong 1 or 0)
γ0 Fit parameter Weight of pretest score
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we used a binary logistic regression. The model used was as
follows:

log

�
pij

1 − pij

�
¼ S00 þ α0j þ β0i þ δ0 × GREi

þ θ0 × Tij þ ν0 × Nij þ γ0 × Preij: ð2Þ

This binary logistic regression is clearly different from
the mixed linear model analysis done on continuum-scored
questions in that the variable being predicted is the
probability of a correct answer, rather than an average
score, and one input (pretest score) is binary. Accordingly,
the same fixed factors are considered in this analysis, as in
Eq. (1), but the parameters have slightly different math-
ematical meanings (hence the primed variables). These are
described in Table V. Best fit values for the parameters are
shown in Table VI.
The resulting estimates for the binary items are quali-

tatively similar to the continuum items and to this extent are
a confirmation of those findings. In particular, the nonzero
value of θ0 indicates that attending one relevant GGW
session increases the probability of answering correctly on
the relevant post-test item by 76� 7%, and attending 2
GGW sessions increases it by 90� 8%. Further, the
probability of answering correctly on a post-test item
increases, as expected if the pretest was answered correctly,
and increases with GRE score. Finally, since ν0 does not
differ significantly from unity, there is no statistically
significant dependence on attendance of unrelated GGW
sessions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have designed and implemented guided group work
sessions for graduate students in quantum mechanics.
Sufficiently many students attended and engaged consis-
tently and voluntarily for group work and discussions to be
feasible and productive, though we have observed that there
are some important differences in how to run these sessions

compared to sessions with novice undergraduate students.
We have collected significant evidence that guided group
work sessions improve performance on a mixture of
conceptual and calculational assessment items in graduate
level quantum mechanics. Although there is not a random-
ized control group in this study, the independence of
performance on attendance of unrelated GGW sessions
is strong evidence that alternative explanations for the gain
in performance, such as selection effects or other attitudinal
or motivational considerations do not account for the
observed positive effects of GGW attendance. The coef-
ficient describing post-test score dependence on relevant
GGW attendance was large and positive (6.42% increase
per GGW attendance). Comparing this to the coefficient
related to the GRE Physics test, a student who attends one
GGW session on a topic would do as well on related items
as a student who scored 23% higher on the GRE Physics
test, but did not attend a relevant GGW session.
These findings are robust against modifications of the

model, including the removal of variables, and restriction to
subsets of students or items. The benefit is present across all
quartiles of student performance on the Physics GRE, and
GQMA pretest.
Qualitatively, the observed positive benefit of GGW at

the graduate level is consistent with similar benefits of
GGWobserved at the undergraduate level, and indicates the
broad effectiveness of GGW in physics education. The
results of this study indicate that implementing GGW in a
graduate level QM course may be beneficial. However,
there are a number of factors to be mindful of, and which
warrant further study. For example, the optional attendance
of GGW sessions not only removes a randomized control
group, but also means that nonattendees were not ensured
equal time on some alternative form of instruction. The
claim in this work is that GGW sessions add to student
understanding achieved during lecture; it would be very
useful to know whether GGW adds to student under-
standing more than alternative instructional modes.
Additionally, the findings in this work are based on a
specific implementation of GGW at one institution; the
ratio of conceptual to calculational items, the duration of
the weekly sessions, and the voluntary attendance policy
were all roughly constant across the multiple years exam-
ined in these data. This leaves a wide parameter space to be
explored in the incorporation of GGW into graduate core
courses. In particular, including GGW into traditional
lecture might involve shorter 15-20-min spurts of group
work, preceded and/or followed by lecture. It is not clear
how the effectiveness of this would compare to the 60-min
sessions we have studied. Further, the implicit expectation
of full attendance in a traditional lecture session may
negatively impact the dynamic of students freely sharing
misunderstandings of the topic to the entire class, as
opposed to with a smaller, committed group of voluntary
participants, as was the case in our study. GGW sessions in

TABLE VI. Values of the best fit parameters in model (2).
Bootstrapping was used to determine 95% CIs. * indicates
p < 0.05, ��¼p < 0.01, ���¼p < 0.001. Data from 133 students
are included in the analysis.

Parameter Estimate
Standard
error Exp(value)

95% C.I.
on Exp(value)

S00 0.29 1.7 1.33 0.05 to 39.4
δ0 0.053*** 0.015 1.05 1.02 to 1.09
θ0 1.13** 0.36 3.11 1.52 to 6.36
ν0 −0.061 0.058 0.94 0.84 to 1.06
γ0 1.62*** 0.40 5.06 2.30 to 11.1

Parameter St. Dev.
α0j 0.12
β0i 0.40
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lecture might constitute a higher-stakes environment in
which to air such misunderstandings, and steps must be
taken to ensure it is a supportive environment.
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